Take Your Seat
Add swivel seats
to your rig-the
right way.

plates; they provide additional
strength. Avoid panels made of
untreated plywood
alone because they will decay over time.
Good choices here would be
marine lumber like Starboard,
or aluminum or stainless steel
plates, but to avoid corrosion
be sure to prevent dissimilar
By ARIEL CABRERA
metals from contacting
each
other. These backing
plates
shou Id be sl ightly larger than
while at the helm?
the seat base; they'll be placed
for seats
somein aback
support
under the floor and throughInstalling
boat requires
more than a drill and a screwdriver.
bolted to act as added support.
Fasteners,
whether
screws
Here's how to go about it.
First, find a comfortable
seat that (avoid if possible)
or bolts, The owner of this small boat cut a round access
will satisfy your needs; big guy, big shou Id be the largest that wi II port to install the backing plate for a swivel seat.
seat. Todd, Swivl-EZE, Garelick, B & fit the mount holes, and should
M, Tracy, Attwood,
Springfield
and be stainless steel. Large washers are seat base, is laid out on the area that
will be drilled. The actual deck plate
also a must, as are locking, aircraftWise make quality products. Consider
or pedestal mount can also be used as
size, weight, color, and amount of type nuts with the nylon inserts.
the template. First, pencil-mark
the
If you're mounting over a compartpadding and composition,
as well as
ment with a hatch, it will be fairly easy screw-hole patterns. Always use new
price. Prices for these systems vary
or sharpened drill bits to open holes
considerably, from less than $100 to to put the backing plate in place;
secure it with a few screws down
well over $1,000.
through the sole or deck. They will
make a clean hole and are less likely
Begin by selecting a seat mount; this through the decks to hold it in place,
to cause damage or cracking in the
can include a universal mounting plate then drill your mounting holes through
mounting area. Drill straight and folor a more specialized system such as both the deck and the plate, matching
a swiveling spider. Spiders allow you a template that fits the seat base, and low through.
Seat hardware
that has a round
fasten it all together with the washered
to turn 360 degrees and they are availpin/shaft that drops or screws into
able with or without a slide system, stainless bolts and locking nuts.
locking position inside the floor base
If you're mounting over a closed
which is used to adjust the seat back
compartment, you'll have to cut an ac- requires you cut an additional hole in
and forth. There are "drop in" removable seat options or fixed mounts.
cess port to put in the backing plate. your floor so the pin can fit and the
For use at the helm, it's a must to You cover the port with a "pie plate"
base settles in flush. Use a pipe caliper
choose a seat and mount designed to type hatch when the job is done. First, to measure outside diameter of the
will help in choosing the
handle the stresses of operating under make absolutely sure that your gas pin-this
way, at speed, in rough water. Failure tank or other essentials are not in the right hole-saw bore. Sometimes the
to do so can result in very serious in- line of any of your cuts! Cut a hole welds around the base stick -out, not
that fits the mount for the pie plate allowing a tight fit; just continue cutjury or ejection from the boat. Many
hatch with a hole saw or jig saw; be ting away on the deck gradually until
boat seats, including
swivel fishing
seats, are not intended for speeds be- sure that you don't make this hole too the hardware slides in snug. i have
used both a hole saw and a Dremel
yond the 5-mph mark. Verify that the big for the hatch mount.
After cutting into the deck, coat the tool with a sand i ng bit to carve out
seat you have chosen will meet the
exposed edges with a two-part liquid
minimum safety requirements.
just enough material. Once everything
Check the location carefully. Test fit epoxy and allow curing-this
is partic- fits and the bolts and nuts are secureularly important if your deck is backed
the seat behind the helm before doing
ly tightened, install the pie-plate hatch
any drilling. If you or your usual pas- with plywood. Otherwise, it may rot and dose it up.
later on.
Lastly, use a sealer such as 3M
sengers are XXL, move it back farther
than the usual location.
Put the backing
plate in place
5200 to keep moisture from leaking
through the hole you've made. It's a in around the holes or the bottom of
Mounting directly on the deck withgood idea to fasten it with urethane
out additional support will very likely
the mount. Choice of colors today is
adhesive
like that from www.lord
result in cracks, maybe complete failendless,
so you can match your
deck color.
ure, with bad results for anybody sit- adhesives.com in addition to screwing
or bolting.
ting in the chair. Backing plates should
Now bolt on the seat of your choice
Before drilling for the seat base, a (don't forget the lock washers) and enbe used for anchoring and supporting
template, usually provided with the joy the ride in comfort.
pedestals,
base rings, or mounting
~
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